MIES van der ROHE - his INFLUENCES, his CONTEMPORARIES, his WORK
STUDIES ABROAD SUMMER 2019 • INSTRUCTORS COLLEEN HUMER AND MARTIN MAJKRAK • SUMMER SESSION A

5 WEEKS • 6 CREDITS
MAY 13 - JUNE 15, 2019
ARCH 456-01
ADVANCED HISTORY (REQUIRED COURSE)
ARCH 468-01
DRAWING FROM TRAVEL (ARCH ELECTIVE)

SPAIN
BARCELONA • MADRID
BILBAO • SEGOVIA • GRANADA

BELGIUM
BRUSSLES • ANTWERP
THE NETHERLANDS
EINHOVEN • ROTTERDAM
OTTERLOO • UTRECHT

GERMANY
AACHEN • KREFELD
STUTTGART • HANNOVER
DARMSTADT • DESSAU
FRANKFURT • COLOGNE
POTSDAM • BERLIN

CZECH REPUBLIC
PRAGUE • BRNO

AUSTRIA
VIENNA

SLOVAKIA
BRATISLAVA
COSTS FOR THE TRIP ARE PROJECTED AS FOLLOWS:

Tuition – cost for 6 credits summer tuition – unique to each individual, see Office of Financial Aid.

Flights – each student will book and pay for their own choice of flights. At the end of the course, the students may travel to the destination of their choice.

Accommodations – Students will book their accommodations as a group in consultation with each other and pay individually.

Travel – we will travel by rail and will endeavour always to choose the most economical means in consultation with the group.

Tours – will be booked at the cheapest group rate possible and as required paid variously individually or as a group.

Food – every student pays for and chooses their own meal preference.

Materials – there will be material costs for sketchbooks and other drawing materials. Some sort of camera is necessary (minimum of a good phone camera), as well as a small tablet or iPad.

Incidentals – are just that – personal and incidental!

The cost, exclusive of tuition, will be in the range of $4,500-5,500.

CONTACT – Colleen Humer humer@iit.edu  Martin Majkrak mmajkrak@iit.edu